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Abstract—Mobile ad hoc networks (MANet) are a spontaneous collection of mobile terminals. Each node must collaborate in order to structure information exchange. An hybrid network is a MANet connected to Internet via an Access Point (AP). We propose to organize MANet and hybrid networks through a virtual topology. We consider a virtual topology as a hierarchical organization based on the integration of both backbone and clusters. Construction and maintenance procedures of such a virtual topology are detailed and deal with robustness and reliability issues. We present a proactive gratuitous maintenance for our backbone and a new maintenance algorithm for clusters presenting a reduced overhead. Moreover, this improved solution allows to integrate multiple APs in hybrid networks, deleting the previous single point of failure. A method to interconnect backbones is described, which is useful for many applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANet (Mobile Ad Hoc Networks) are spontaneous wireless networks. Several terminals choose to collaborate with each other in order to purpose wireless multihops communications between any pair of nodes. The nodes must also support network functionalities like routing, localization or security. An hybrid network is a MANet connected to Internet through AP.

Ad hoc networks are essentially studied according to the routing problem. In these networks, all nodes are both clients and routers. Communications could also be multihops: some intermediaries nodes must be chosen to route packets from a source to a destination. Therefore, routing is to find the efficient forwarders, the optimal path. There exist mainly the proactive and the reactive approaches. In proactive one, a node have the whole knowledge of the network topology. Thus, it can directly compute optimal routes. The periodical flooding of topology packets creates an important overhead. Nevertheless the end-to-end delay and the latency are minimal, and new routes are instantaneously reported. Oppositely, the reactive solution, also called on-demand, exchanges control information only when a node wants to contact a new destination, or when the precedent route is broken. Hence, overhead is reduced but delays increase since the source must wait the round-trip time of the route request. Moreover, broadcasts in ad hoc networks present problem of redundancy and reliability[10], called the broadcast storm. Hybrid solutions try to combine assets of both proactive and reactive, like ZRP[11].

Ad hoc networks gather multiple specificities. Nodes are all independent and mobile, causing a very versatile environment. The network must also adapt itself to such dynamicity, reconstructing routes with an acceptable overhead. Besides, nodes have different capacities and behaviors. Some nodes will move quickly like cars, other slowly like pedestrians or itinerant users. We think that network organization must also reflect such an heterogeneity. In the same way, power energy saving is a key problem in MANet. Nodes must save their battery as much as possible but, some nodes can have much energy than others. It would be interesting to force nodes with an important energy level to act as network managers, and other nodes to be clients and to save their power energy in sleeping. Indeed, sleeping is the only efficient method to limit energy consumption[5]. Additionally, solutions must be scalable according to network cardinality: number of participants must grow without a brutal drop of performances. Other major functionalities remain to be proposed like security, localization, node addressing scheme...

We have proposed in[15] to construct and maintain both a backbone and clusters. The connected backbone allows to hierarchize MANet by creating dominator nodes (backbone members) which represent stronger nodes. Other terminals act as clients and can save their power energy using a sleeping mode. Thus, this
backbone reflects the network heterogeneity. Moreover, this backbone allows an efficient flooding: control information could be flooded only to backbone nodes, not reaching clients. The number of transmissions is reduced and the load on weakest nodes is decreased. Moreover, in an hybrid network, the AP is the root of the backbone. It can also directly disseminate efficiently control information and route traffic between wireless and wired networks. In order to reduce the backbone cardinality, the distance between the dominators and their clients is parameterizable. We also construct $k_{\text{cluster}}$-clusters on our backbone. These clusters allow to implement hierarchical routing, with route requests flooded only to the backbone members, from a clusterhead to another. The distance from a node to its clusterhead being flexible, the cluster number is, as well as backbone cardinality, parameterizable.

However, an hybrid network creates a very versatile environment. It is also vital to maintain both backbone and clusters. We must maximize the structure connectivity, but minimize the overhead. In this study, we propose to improve our precedent algorithms for both backbone and clusters in order to reduce the overhead and improve the reactivity, i.e. we add some proactive features to collect more information for future backbone reconstruction. Our precedent solution was taking into account only one AP to wired world creating a single point of failure. Hence, we propose a solution integrating several APs, one backbone being constructed per AP. Nevertheless, these backbones are not connected, which might present some problems to flood information when path followed by flooding is an important property. We propose also a solution to interconnect these backbones, via dominatee-connectors.

The paper is organized as follows. First, related works on both backbones and clusters are explained in part II with existing algorithms for both the construction and the maintenance. Part III is dedicated to the introduction of our algorithms for both the construction and the maintenance of the backbone and the cluster structures. These algorithms are an optimized version of our precedent work, improving the structure robustness and minimizing the overhead. In part IV we introduce a solution integrating several APs, deleting the reliability problem for the interconnection with the wired world. Moreover, this solution integrates an interconnection of all built backbones. Then, in part V we present the simulation results about the cardinality and connectivity structures, the delivery rate to wired network, the performances of floodings. Finally, part VI concludes about robust virtual structures and our contribution.

II. RELATED WORK

Graph Theory is well suited to model MANet where a terminal is represented by a vertex, an edge existing between two vertices if and only if there exists a radio link between the two corresponding nodes. If we consider omnidirectional antennas identical for all nodes, the radio range is circular and constant. MANet could also be represented by a Unit-Disk-Graph: two vertices A and B have a common edge if and only if the two circles of radius 1, centered on A and B, intersect. Unit-Disk-Graph are well known graphs and many topology constructions use such a model.

A. Backbones

Multiple structures could model a backbone in MANet. The Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is the most known backbone in the wired world. A MST is a tree connecting all nodes, minimizing the total cost of all edges used to constitute the backbone. There exist several algorithms for construction, like [7]. But MST has major drawbacks for a backbone: all nodes are backbone members and maintenance is not trivial. K-Tree Cores could model a backbone in graphs. A K-Tree Core is a tree, with k leaves, minimizing the average distance between any node and the nearest node of the K-Tree Core. [15] proposes a distributed algorithm for the construction of such a structure. This algorithm is divided into two major steps: the construction of a spanning tree, and the selection of the k adequate leaves. These dominating leaves are chosen according to a metric representing the distance saved when this leaf is selected, reported hierarchically from the leaves to the root. Such a structure represents well a backbone, and some nodes can act as backbone clients. Moreover, the number of leaves being flexible, the backbone cardinality is equally parameterizable. However, we think that k-Tree Cores presents important construction overhead and delays, and maintenance algorithms for these structures could be problematic. Moreover, the backbone members are not chosen according to robustness: this could generate some problems of structure instability.

Minimal Connected Dominating Set (MCDS) could model backbones in graphs. A MCDS is constituted by dominator nodes. The set of dominators is connected, and all other nodes, called dominatees, are neighbor of at least one dominator. Moreover, the cardinality of the MCDS must be minimal. MCDS is also a good representation of a backbone and present several assets:
There exist several propositions to construct MCDS approximations in graphs. Algorithms can often be divided into two parts (11, 3, 4, 8, 14). If a leader exists, it will initiate the backbone construction; else it could be elected. In the first step, dominating set is constructed: some nodes must be elected so that each dominatee is neighbor of at least one dominator. The node which owns the highest weight in its neighborhood elects itself as dominator, and all its neighbors choose it as their dominator father, becoming dominatees. The weight for elections is generally based either on node’s degree (3, 4, 8, 14) or on identifier (11). The second step consists in the dominators interconnection, with a cardinality minimization. Such an interconnection is not trivial. (3, 4) propose to explore iteratively each dominatee, to choose the best candidates to become dominators instead of dominatees. The leader chooses to explore its dominatee neighbor d which owns the highest number of dominator neighbors. d becomes dominator, and forwards the exploration message to a dominator-neighbor D1. The isolated dominators, neighbors of d, choose it as father. Then, D1 is the new explorer. The procedure goes on until there exist no dominatee having an isolated dominator neighbor. 11 interconnects with an easier algorithm. Initially, only the leader is connected. It sends invitation packets to its 3-neighborhood to invite other dominators to connect themselves. Each unconnected dominator replies with a packet, forcing intermediate nodes to become dominators. This method forces more dominatees to become dominators, because of lack of particular optimization, but presents a lower construction delay.

CEDAR (14) proposes to interconnect dominators using virtual links. Each dominator sends hello packets to its 3-neighborhood. By this way, each dominator knows its virtual neighbors (dominators at most 3 hops far away), and can form a backbone, with potential loops. Packets which are flooded in backbone are encapsulated and then forwarded by dominatees forming the virtual links. The backbone doesn’t form a tree and the cardinality is not optimal. Moreover, virtual links could become sub-optimal in a mobile environment, and we think that overhead of these hello flooded to 3-neighborhood could be important.

8 proposes to create databases for mobility management. These databases are geographically distributed, and could approach the construction of a Connected Dominating Set (CDS). There exist 3 states: panic, normal and samaritan. Initially, all nodes are in panic mode. Each node floods to its r-neighborhood its number of panic or samaritan neighbors. The nodes with a local maximum are elected as database. Its r-neighbors become normal if they have no panic neighbor, else they become samaritan. The process stops when no more panic node exists. Each database sends hello to 2r+1 hops to interconnect itself to other databases, forming a backbone. The authors propose a maintenance method, which is rarely approached due to its complexity. The nodes without any database at r hops, become panic nodes and the process acts as in construction. The authors propose to merge databases which are less than d hops far away. The problem is to fine tune the parameter d. Connectivity is maintained with hello packets.

Many of these algorithms construct 1-MCDS and are not well suited for k_cds-CDS construction. For example, the exploration method could present high construction delays. We think a k_cds-CDS is more suited to model a backbone: the distance between one node and the backbone being parameterizable, the cardinality is flexible according to the environment and application. Less nodes must participate to network management, more nodes are not essential and can sleep. More important, the maintenance of this structure is vital in a mobile environment. Nevertheless, only few propositions present a maintenance procedure. In (14), each dominator maintains virtual links but connections could be suboptimal and overhead important, hellos being flooded to 2k_cds+1 hops. We think that these construction and maintenance must optimize robustness, connectivity, overhead...and not only minimize dominators cardinality. Therefore, our proposition (16) presents a solution in this way. But the present article presents important improvements for robustness, reliability and adaptability.

B. Clusters

Many articles propose to construct clusters to provide quality of service, hierarchically routing... The clustering consists of separating nodes in subsets to create homogeneous zones with a local leader called clusterhead. The maximum distance between any node and its clusterhead, the radius of the cluster, is usually a constant and is denoted as k_cluster.

Clustering is mainly based on an election. A clusterhead is a node which has the highest id (2, 13)
or lowest mobility \cite{12} inside its neighborhood. All its neighbors without clusterhead choose the new elected node as chief. For maintenance, we can force the strongest node to remain clusterhead. Another approach is to optimize stability \cite{9} in electing new nodes only when a node loses its clusterhead due to mobility or link breakdowns.

\cite{2} constructs \( k \)-clusters, \( k \) being the maximal distance between a node and its clusterhead. In the first phase, during \( k \) rounds, each node forwards the highest id received during the previous round. The second phase, during \( k \) rounds too, propagates the lowest id heard at the end of the first phase. It is necessary to guarantee the cluster connectivity and to inform some nodes that they were elected. \cite{6} constructs \( k \)-clusters but \( k \) being here the maximal number of members per cluster. They construct a tree and prune branches in order to limit the number of nodes per branch. The root of this branch becomes clusterhead. This method could be attractive in limiting the cluster cardinality, but no maintenance is given.

III. TOPOLOGY CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

We will precise here robustness improvements for our precedent algorithms. We want to construct a robust, adaptive, dynamic infrastructure in order to privilege strongest nodes, and give them a federator role. Each node starts to discover its \( k_{c_{s}} \)-neighborhood. Next, we construct a \( k_{c_{s}} \)-CDS, rooted at the AP, representing our backbone. We prefer to optimize robustness rather minimizing cardinality. We just tend to have less dominators, without guarantees. In parallel, we construct cluster of nodes on the backbone. The backbone and clusters are fully integrated, reducing overhead, sharing information for both construction and maintenance.

A. CONSTRUCTION

1) Neighborhood Discovering: Our virtual topology requires a \( k \)-neighborhood knowledge. Each node broadcasts hello packets with a TTL set to \( k \). All receivers maintain an entry in their neighborhood table, decrement the TTL, and forward the packet if the TTL is not null.

2) Backbone construction: For the backbone construction, there exist 4 states:

- idle: node in initialization mode. It waits for an exterior solicitation for construction;
- dominatee: backbone client, having a dominator less than \( k_{c_{s}} \) hops far away;
- active: node in election process to become dominator;
- dominator: backbone member.

When a node switches its state, it sends immediately a state-message to its \( k_{c_{s}} \)-neighborhood. In an hybrid network, the AP can act as a natural leader. It will become the first dominator, and send its new state. The first step corresponds to the creation of a dominating set: each node must have at least one dominator at most \( k_{c_{s}} \) hops far away. The strength of a node is represented by the stability weight described in \cite{16}. The following rules are applied:

1) an idle/active node receiving a state message from a dominator becomes dominatee, and chooses the sender as father;
2) an idle node receiving a state message from a dominatee becomes active;
3) an active node becomes dominator when it owns during \( \tau \) time the highest weight of its \( k_{C_{D_{S}}} \)-neighborhood of active nodes. \( \tau \) must be sufficient to let the \( k_{C_{D_{S}}} \)-neighbors declare their potential new state. It has no father in this phase of CDS construction.

The second step of this algorithm consists in interconnecting all these dominators. Initially, only the leader is a connected dominator. A dominator recently connected sends a join-message with a TTL set to \( 2k_{c_{s}} + 1 \). Indeed, because dominatees are at most \( k_{c_{s}} \) hops far away from their dominator, the dominators can form a connected structure if we connect dominators \( 2k_{c_{s}} + 1 \) hops far away. Dominatees forward a join-message with \( TTL = t \) if they didn’t forward more than \( x \) join-messages with \( TTL \geq t \) \( (x = 1 \) in collision-free environments). Our algorithms are distributed and asynchronous. Hence, we force end of the first step in delaying all join-messages until the node is either dominatee or dominator.

An isolated dominator which receives a join-message sends a join-reply, following the inverse route. Each node in the path becomes dominator and sets its father to the next hop. The process reiterates until each node has a father. A dominator maintains the identity of its father, dominatees and sons (a son being a dominator which chose it as father).

3) Clusters Construction: Clusters and CDS structures are fully integrated. Only dominators participate to clusters construction: dominatees have automatically the clusterhead of their dominator. Hence, we reduce overhead for construction and force clusterheads to be backbone members. Clusterheads can also further directly flood information on backbone.
Each dominator must discover its \((k_{\text{cluster}} - k_{\text{cds}})\)-virtual-neighborhood. A virtual neighbor is a son or a father in the backbone. It will send a \textit{cluster-hello}, forwarded uniquely by virtual neighbors. The local strongest node of \((k_{\text{cluster}} - k_{\text{cds}})\)-virtual-neighborhood is elected as clusterhead, and advertises its decision using a gratuitous \textit{cluster-hello}. A dominator without clusterhead which receives such a message from a node which had chosen it as clusterhead, chooses the source as clusterhead. Thus, we force cluster connectivity. Because dominatees are at most \(k_{\text{cds}}\) hops far away from their dominator, we really construct \(k_{\text{cluster}}\)-clusters.

**B. Maintenance**

1) \textbf{Backbone:} Each node maintains continuously the information (identity, state, weight) about its father, and of eventual sons and dominatees inside its \(k_{\text{cds}}\)-neighbors. We have separated maintenance for dominatees and dominators:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{a) Dominatees:} A dominatee which loses its primary father (no one of the last \(x\) hellos received), will take the strongest among its \textit{secondary fathers}. The strongest node is the node with the highest weight. Any dominator in the neighborhood-table, at most \(k_{\text{cds}}\) hops far away, is a secondary father.
  \end{itemize}

If the node has no secondary father, it becomes active, and an election occurs like during construction, to choose the node(s) which must become dominator. These new dominators will then execute the maintenance reserved to dominators.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{b) Dominators:} The backbone must preserve its connectivity. Thus, the AP sends periodical \textit{ap-hellos} with a strictly increasing \textit{ap-hello id}. These packets are only forwarded by dominators when it comes from their father. Hence, a dominator can consider itself connected if it received this \textit{ap-hello}. We consider a dominator disconnected if it missed the last \(x\) \textit{ap-hellos}.
  \end{itemize}

An isolated dominator must find a new father. If no \textit{secondary-father} exists, it will engage the following procedure. This procedure combines broadcast and unicast in order to reduce overhead:

1) D sends in broadcast a \textit{reconnect-request} with the last \textit{ap-hello id} seen. The dominatees of D forward the packet in broadcast; other dominatees forward the packet in unicast toward their dominator D.

2) D sends a \textit{reconnect-reply} if it has an higher \textit{ap-hello id}. The \textit{reconnect-reply} follows the inverse route in unicast.

3) When \(D\) receives a \textit{reconnect-reply}, it adds the next hop in the path as secondary father.

In order to improve maintenance, all dominators will store \textit{ap-hellos}, received during the last \(x\) seconds, which own a strictly higher \textit{ap-hello id} than the last \textit{ap-hello} received from its father. The source is also a \textit{secondary-father}: it is already alive and connected to the AP. If such a dominator was a descendant, the \textit{ap-hello id} would have been equal. When a dominator is isolated, it chooses the secondary father with the highest weight. It advertises its new father directly if it comes from an \textit{ap-hello}, else with a \textit{reconnect-advert}. The \textit{reconnect-advert} allows to force intermediate dominatees to become dominators in order to have a connected path between \(D\) and the source of the \textit{reconnect-reply}. We add also here a proactive maintenance approach to our precedent algorithm. The reconnection can potentially occur without any overhead.

A dominator which has tried \(y\) unsuccessful reconnections will break its branch. It sends a \textit{break-message} toward its sons, and reinitializes its state to idle. Its sons and dominatees reinitialize themselves in the same way. This branch forms also an idle area, waiting for an exterior signal for reconstruction. A connected dominator which owns an idle neighbor will send a
join-message, acting as signal. The reconstruction is then similar to construction. Because an idle area can be exactly $k_{cds} + 1$ hops far away from a dominator, a dominatee neighbor of this dominator and owning an idle node at $k_{cds}$ hops will inform its dominator, forcing it to send a join-message.

Our algorithm elects dominators. Hence, the backbone cardinality will increase if none antagonist process exists. A dominator with no dominatee at exactly $k_{cds}$ hops, and no son, is useless. A useless dominator becomes dominatee, and sends a useless-message, forcing its dominatees to choose its father as new dominator.

2) Clusters: Only dominators participate to the maintenance. They choose one clusterhead and maintain the identity of the corresponding relay (their father or one of their sons), intermediary to contact their clusterhead. hello contain the clusterhead identifier $(C)$ of the source and the hop count toward it $(H)$. When a hello comes from the relay, the dominator can also update its $H$ variable, and check that it is already connected to its clusterhead $C$ via other dominators. Such a procedure is possible because the backbone forms a tree and has no loop. In order to assure a quicker convergence, a node which changes its $H$ or $C$ variable sends immediately a gratuitous hello.

A node becoming dominator, which remarks that all its neighbors have already chosen a clusterhead, will directly execute the maintenance procedure, without cluster construction process. This can improve (re)construction delays when a node appears or an area is in reconstruction.

A dominator $D_1$ is disconnected if its relay is gone, dead, or it changed its state, or if it advertises another clusterhead, or if $H = k_{cluster} - k_{cds}$. If a dominator is disconnected, it sends a cluster-reconnect-request to its virtual-neighborhood. A virtual-neighbor $D_2$ can reply if it has a clusterhead at most $k_{cluster} - k_{CDS} - 1$ hops far away and $D_1$ is not the relay of $D_2$ or the clusterhead of $D_1$ and $D_2$ are different. After $\max_{cluster-reconnect} = 5$ in simulations unsuccessful attempts, an isolated dominator becomes its own clusterhead. A node which becomes clusterhead sends a gratuitous hello instantaneously to improve convergence.

A cluster is connected. Hence, a clusterhead is useless if no virtual-neighbor chooses it as clusterhead. Such a useless clusterhead will try to find another clusterhead to become normal dominator. The clusterhead of one of its virtual-neighbor can suit if it is less than $k_{cluster} - k_{cds}$ hops far away (computed with the $H$ field).

IV. MULTIPLE GATEWAYS INTEGRATION

A. Multiple APs

Our precedent work took into account only one AP. Thus, it was constituting a single point of failure toward Internet. This solution being not acceptable, we present here an improvement allowing to integrate multiple APs. In order to further manage mobility, the AP must be a backbone member. Each AP must also be leader, and we want to construct a backbone per AP. We will logically cut off the hybrid network in zones according to APs.

For construction, we have several leaders. An isolated dominator could also have the choice of backbone to join in receiving different join-messages from different backbones. But, there is no fundamental difference. Since each node has only one father, we will construct one backbone per AP, with dominatees on backbones boundaries.

It is necessary for a node to identify its effective AP. Hence, the AP adds an id-ap field in its ap-hellos. By this way, each dominator knows directly its AP. Moreover, it is added in hellos the id-ap field, so that each dominatee knows its AP too. The number of APs present in the hybrid network could be relatively small, the field could also own only a few bits. This overhead is hence low.

The maintenance for dominators presents some minor changes. On reception of an ap-hello, the source is a secondary father if the ap-hello id is higher than the id of the last ap-hello received, or if the id-ap is different: the dominator can reconnect itself to another backbone, and can realize a soft handover between 2 different APs. In the same way, an isolated dominator wanting to reconnect itself sends a cds-reconnect with the last ap-hello id received. Every connected dominator with an higher ap-hello id or a different ap-id can answer. A branch can reconnect itself to a new backbone, and run an handover for all its descendants. cds-reconnect and cds-reply must also contain an id-ap field.

The construction and maintenance for clusters are identical because the algorithms take into account only virtual-neighbors, which consists in dominators of the same backbone.

B. Backbones Interconnection

1) Motivations: We build several backbones. APs can communicate via wired network, but the backbones are not interconnected via wireless nodes. For a backbone flooding, the message will be broadcasted to the backbone. When the packet reaches the AP, it will be
forwarded to other APs and backbones, via the wired network. For many applications, such a flooding is efficient and doesn’t present some additional overhead. But when the followed path for flooding is important, separated backbones could present important disadvantages.

We suggest the following example: a source $S$ sends a route request to its dominator, which will flood the packet and doesn’t present some additional overhead. But when the followed path for flooding is important, separated backbones could present important disadvantages.

For many applications, such a flooding is efficient work. For many applications, such a flooding is efficient. In fig. 2, the route with no interconnection (__) is longer than the route with backbone interconnection (___).

2) Proposition: We must elect some dominatees (the dominatee-connectors) for the interconnection. However, a backbone flooding must limit the number of dominatee-connectors, because dominatees are potentially weak nodes. A dominatee must also wait the approbation of its dominator or its clusterhead, able to choose efficient connectors, because they have a more macroscopic view. However, if the clusterhead takes the decision, an high amount of data must be exchanged several hops along between clusterhead, dominatees and dominators in whole cluster. Thus, we have chosen the dominators as dominatee-connectors managers.

A dominatee knows that it represents a potential dominatee-connector in monitoring the id-ap declared by its neighbors in hellos. If this id-ap is different from its own id-ap, it must warn its dominator.

3) Backbone Flooding: We propose the following scheme for a backbone flooding. First, we implement a local routing table: each node knows the next hop toward each $k_{cds}$-neighbor. This information presents no additional overhead: $S$ broadcasts already hellos. Each neighbor forwards this packet if the TTL is not null, inscribing its address, $R$, into the Relay field (already present in the packet). Finally, when a node receives the hello, it can choose $R$ as relay toward $S$. This routing table could be integrated to the neighborhood table.

For a future routing solution, it would be interesting for a node $N$ to know the cluster local topology. Such a topology consists in the list $L_C$ of clusters neighbors of the cluster of $N$, and the list $L_{GW}$ of neighbors of each of these clusters (such nodes are usually called gateways). With this information, a hierarchical routing solution could be set without high overhead. The route will present the list of cluster intermediaries instead of normal nodes. Each node in one cluster knows the neighboring cluster, and at least one gateway for each of these clusters. It can also forward the packet to the suited gateway, which will do the same thing if the destination is not yet reached. A gateway between 2 clusters must also advertise such an information to other members of its neighborhood. We choose to combine the information about cluster neighborhood and about dominatee-connectors.

Each node accumulates in hellos the list of clusterhead different from its own clusterhead declared by its 1-neighbors with the id-ap associated. Fields corresponding to gateways information in hellos have also the format described in tab. I. The field Set Flag $i$ indicates if the $i^{th}$ cluster-neighbor exists.

Each dominator can also register on hello reception the identity of its dominatee-connectors, and the relay toward this dominatee. The following steps of the algorithm are executed locally by each node to provide backbone flooding using interconnections (see Fig. 3 for a graphic illustration):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 bit</th>
<th>4 bits</th>
<th>32 bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set Flag 1</td>
<td>AP Neighbor 1</td>
<td>Cluster ID 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Flag N</td>
<td>AP Neighbor N</td>
<td>Cluster ID N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) a) The dominator $D_1$ must flood a packet.
   b) $D_1$ searches for the list $L_C$ of its connectors. It eliminates doubles in $L_C$, when 2 dominatee-connectors connect the same
backbone, identified by \textit{id-ap}. Then, \textit{D}$_1$ searches the relays \textit{L}$_R$ toward each of the nodes in \textit{L}$_C$.

c) \textit{D}$_1$ sends a packet to the multicast backbone address and \textit{L}$_R$ (with final destination \textit{L}$_C$).

2) When a dominator \textit{D}$_2$ receives the packet from \textit{D}$_1$ it executes the same procedure as \textit{D}$_1$.

3) a) When a dominatee recognizes its address as relay, but is not the final destination and has not the required \textit{id-ap}, it forwards the packet toward the final destination (known with the neighborhood table).

b) When a dominatee recognizes its address as final destination but has not the required \textit{id-ap}, it forwards the packet to one of its neighbors having the required \textit{id-ap}.

c) When a dominatee has the required \textit{id-ap}, it forwards the packet toward its dominator.

A dominator uses only one radio transmission to forward the packet to its virtual neighbors on backbone, and to all its \textit{dominatee-connectors}. By this way, transmissions are reduced to minimum. Moreover, we can set up a mechanism of acknowledgments for backbone. Since the transmission is a flooding, all dominators must retransmit the packet. When a dominator \textit{N} receives a packet with the backbone flooding multicast address, it adds in its \textit{retransmission table} \( n_{\text{retransmission}} \) entries corresponding to the packets that must be further forwarded by its virtual-neighbors. Each entry comprises the \textit{packet id} and the \textit{source address} of packet to route. Since each virtual-neighbor must forward the packet, each son and father of \textit{N} has an entry in \textit{retransmission table}. So \( n_{\text{retransmission}} = nb_{\text{sons}} + 1 \). When further, \textit{N} receives the packet coming from an entry of the \textit{retransmission table}, it deletes this entry. After a timeout \( t_{\text{retransmission}} \), \textit{N} retransmits not acknowledged packets older than \( t_{\text{retransmission}} \) seconds. This passive acknowledgment mechanism has no overhead, except for the necessary retransmissions. The acknowledgments along the \textit{dominatee-connectors} are implicit too, except for the explicit unicast acknowledgment sent by the final destination. We consider that such a mechanism could be efficient for reliable flooding.

\section{Performance Evaluation}

A. Simulation

We used Opnet Modeler 8.1 to simulate the behavior of our solution. The nodes have a radio range of 300m and use the IEEE802.11b model of Opnet Modeler. They move on a rectangular surface according to the boundless mobility model, with an initial random position. APs only are fixed. We study the connection time, cardinality and persistence of our structures, according to mobility and network cardinality. The delivery ratio in unicast (ratio of number of packets sent and packets received) to the AP was measured to confirm CDS connection rate. The delivery ratio in multicast for a backbone flooding is the ratio of dominators which received the packet and the number of backbone members. All results are averaged on several simulations of 10 minutes, with only one flexible parameter by simulation. We consider as generic a speed of \( 5 \text{m.s}^{-1} \), a backbone radius of 2, a cluster radius of 3, a network cardinality of 30 nodes, and a density of 8. Table \ref{tab:hellos} presents intervals between different hellos.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Type & Intervall \tabularnewline
\hline
Hellos & 4 \tabularnewline
Ap-Hellos & 1 \tabularnewline
Clusterhead-Hellos & 1 \tabularnewline
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Time between two Hellos (in seconds)}
\label{tab:hellos}
\end{table}

B. Results

1) Illustration: Figure\ref{fig:network} illustrates the structures after 2 minutes of maintenance. There are 7 dominators and 3 clusterheads. These dominators own an higher average
weight than dominatees. We have a backbone, rooted at the Access Point, with identifier 1, and this backbone is connected. In parallel, 2 of the clusterheads have several clients. The other clusterhead serves only itself, the maintenance will force it to search for a new clusterhead and to become a normal node. We can check that we have a cluster radius of 3 hops.

2) Impact of Mobility: In this section, we study behavior of both our backbone and clusters according to nodes mobility. We compare our precedent algorithms from [16] with the algorithms presented here. First, we have less dominators and clusterheads with the new algorithms (fig.5). The structures seem more stable, and less dominators and clusterheads are necessary to maintain connectivity. We have more nodes acting as client. This may be interesting for power energy saving of dominatees, for mobility management (with less mobility areas)... 

Then, we observe connectivity of our structures (fig.6). For the backbone, a dominatee considers itself connected if it has a valid father, information being obtained with hellos. A dominator is connected if it has received one of the last three ap-hellos. For clusters, a dominator considers itself connected if it has a valid relay, the relay being the intermediary toward its clusterhead (information extracted from hellos). The connectivity of the backbone is similar for both algorithms with a small advantage for the algorithm with proactive maintenance with speeds up to $5\text{m.s}^{-1}$. Indeed, the proactive maintenance is interesting only when the environment is volatile and several reconstructions occur simultaneously, nodes sniffing the reconnection-information from other nodes.

The cluster connection increase is significative for speeds superior to $5\text{m.s}^{-1}$. Finally, we simulated a connection between a node and the Internet (also the AP). The delivery rate is the ratio between the packets sent and the packets received. This delivery rate is lower than backbone connection for relatively high mobilities (cf. fig 7). We think that this is due to some collisions. However, the delivery rate is near 95% for speed of $5\text{m.s}^{-1}$.

We observe persistence of our clusterheads (fig.8), i.e. the number of clusterhead which change. With our new algorithm for cluster maintenance, the persistence increases due to the secondary fathers. A clusterhead remains clusterhead during 1,5 minutes with a speed of $10\text{m.s}^{-1}$. Our new algorithm outperforms the previous solution.

We study number of cluster-reconnections of both
algorithms (fig 9). Our new algorithm is more stable, less reconnections occurring. The overhead is also reduced. Table III presents the overheads according to the different types of control packets, and corroborate this remark. The new algorithm for CDS maintenance presents a little less overhead, but perhaps not significative. However, the new cluster maintenance presents much less overhead (50%). Dominatees don’t participate to cluster maintenance, so no overhead is induced for them.

3) Impact of number of nodes: In this section, we study impact of the network cardinality. When the number of participants grows, we have more clusterheads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New Algorithm</th>
<th>Old Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominator</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominatee</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusters</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
Control Packets sent or forwarded (in packets per second)
and dominators. Indeed, the network diameter increases as degree is constant, the network is also less stable with more collisions, longer routes: we need more dominators and also clusterheads. This percentage of dominators is more stable when the number of participants exceeds a threshold. For the same reasons, the connection of our structures decreases while the number of nodes increases. However, even with 60 nodes, the CDS connection remains over 93%, and cluster connection over 95%. The differences between both algorithms are not significative, the speed of $5 m.s^{-1}$ being perhaps not enough important to exerg a significant difference. The proactive maintenance approach is not decisive in such an environment.

4) Backbones Interconnection: In these simulations, we proceed with 40 mobile clients and 2 APs. We evaluate the performances of our backbones interconnection. First, we send one packet which must be distributed to all dominators, i.e. a backbone flooding. The acknowledgment mechanism described in section IV-B.3 was implemented. Then, the delivery rate of such a flooding is the percentage of dominators which receive this packet (Fig. 11). This delivery rate decreases when mobility increases, but remains over 88% whatever speed. In the same way, we record overhead for this flooding in Fig. 12. The overhead for dominators is largely superior than the overhead for dominatees. It increases naturally with mobility since many losses and retransmissions occur.

Finally, we study the number of interconnections between backbones. We count an interconnection when a dominator considers one of its dominatee as dominatee-connector toward another backbone. A virtual link between 2 backbones counts also for 2 interconnections (one for each extremity). We have 5 to 6 dominatee-connectors. When mobility is high, number of connectors decreases. We think that the network is more volatile, less candidates have the time to declare their role.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose and extend a virtual topology which is a combination of both backbone and clusters. We propose algorithms for both the construction and the maintenance, which is a key point in a dynamic environment. The structures are robust and present a reduced overhead. They allow to hide physical changes to higher levels. Virtual topology can also constitute a complete framework to develop further new services. The backbone can already organize efficiently a backbone flooding, but in the future, we could implement services like routing, localization or mobility management.

The structures present a reduced and parameterizable cardinality. Moreover, the structures are robust according to mobility, since connection rate and delivery rate are high even with high speeds. We improve the precedent algorithms in creating a proactive approach for CDS reconnection, and in changing the maintenance for clusters, in order to reduce overhead. The new algorithms are also more robust, which is a key point in a so versatile environment. It would be interesting to further investigate analytically the performances of our backbone and clusters construction and maintenance.

We propose a mechanism allowing to integrate several APs in the hybrid network, constructing one backbone
per AP. Besides, we suggest a method to interconnect the different backbones for efficient flooding when the path is important. The delivery rate for such a backbone flooding presents important performances, with a low number of transmissions and number of impacted nodes. Virtual topology appears to be a key issue in hybrid network to create a prolongation of cellular wireless networks. We must also study some additional features. Routing protocols and their impact on such a structure should be studied.
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